Introduction
Hippocampus is part of a medial temporal lobe memory system that selectively mediates declarative memory in a time-limited manner.
-founded on global amnesia syndrome in human patients -primate models of amnesia: DMTS and DNMTS tasks -rodent models: object recognition / discrimination Cognitive map theory
The hippocampus harbors the locale system, a memory system that represents stimuli as a cognitive map with respect to an allocentric spatial framework and permits navigation in space.
-founded on single unit recordings in freely moving animals -rodent models: radial maze, water maze, Barnes maze
Configural, relational, contextual theories
The hippocampus is a learning system that deals flexibly with overlapping sets of stimuli in which the meaning of each stimulus may depend on temporal sequence or presence of other stimuli.
-roots in instrumental and classical conditioning -rodent: contextual conditioning, transitive inference, paired associate
Episodic memory theory
The hippocampus is a structure that mediates episodic memory, the recall of discrete events via mental time travel. Episodic-like memory in animals is the memory of "what", "when" and "where". Hippocampus is part of a medial temporal lobe memory system that selectively mediates declarative memory in a time-limited manner.
Configural, relational, contextual theories
Episodic memory theory
The hippocampus is a structure that mediates episodic memory, the recall of discrete events via mental time travel. Episodic-like memory in animals is the memory of "what", "when" and "where".
- Hippocampus is part of a medial temporal lobe memory system that selectively mediates declarative memory in a time-limited manner.
-founded on single unit recordings in freely moving animals -rodent models: radial maze, water maze, Barnes maze Configural, relational, contextual theories
Configural, relational, contextual theories
The hippocampus is a learning system that deals flexibly with overlapping sets of stimuli in which the meaning of each stimulus may depend on temporal sequence or presence of other stimuli. -roots in instrumental and classical conditioning -rodent: contextual conditioning, transitive inference, paired associate
Episodic memory theory
Configural, relational, contextual theories
Episodic memory theory
-founded on global amnesia syndrome in human patients -bird model: what-where-when, rodent model: order of events 
